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Introduction  
The following document reports on CPO’s achievements in 
2018 and lays out our commitments for 2019 relative to the 
current CPO Strategic Plan as well as new responsibilities laid 
out in the 2018 City Governance Report.  
Note that the Strategic Plan was extended in June 2016 
awaiting new Community Safety and Well-Being legislation.  
Now that the legislation is enacted, we will use 2019 to plan 
for the transition of all current CPO priorities and projects into 
the new umbrella of a Community Safety and Well Being 
Plan.  During the transition, staff will strive to maintain the 
momentum behind our current projects. 
 
The Existing Strategic Plan is divided into three substantive 
pillars of CPOs activities:  

• Reducing crime in high risk neighbourhoods 
• Working with youth in high risk environments  
• Reducing gender-based violence 

With four Strategic Directions: 
• Leverage partnerships 
• Build capacity 
• Research and innovate 
• Educate and inform  

 

Please note that some of our work crosses over between 
two issues; for example, the Ottawa Street Violence and 
Gang Strategy is reported on in the Youth section, but it also 
affects Neighbourhoods. In addition to the categories in the 
Strategic Plan, another section has been added:  

• General Issues and Administrative Operations 
 
In order to fully demonstrate the work of CPO the second 
section of this report showcases the actual outputs of our 
work in 2018. That is: 

• the committees we manage 
• the external committees we attend 
• the events we organized 
• our publications 
• our policy initiatives 
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 Community Safety and Well-Being Planning 

 Report for 2018 Plan for 2019 
Planning The change of provincial government in spring 2018 put plans for a Community 

Safety and Wellbeing Plan on hold until confirmation that the legislation was 
going forward.  CPO has taken leadership in the Ontario membership of the 
Canadian Municipal Network of Crime Prevention with regards to 
communications with the Ontario Government.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Fall 2018 when it seemed clear that the legislation was proceeding, CPO 
ensured that discussions started and that the CSWB is in the 2018 City 
Governance Report. 
 

Conduct background research and consult 
with the community to develop a work plan for 
creating a Community Safety and Wellbeing 
plan in partnership with the General Manager 
for Emergency and Protective Services.  
 
Review and amend the CPO terms of 
reference as per the City’s Governance 
Report. 
 
CPO will seek an additional $100k for strategic 
grants to tackle emerging complex issues using 
a multifaceted approach, and 2 FTEs to 
support new legislative requirements. 
 
Establish an effective partnership with the Local 
Health Integration Network. 
 

CPO continued to operationalize the 2013-2016 Strategic Plan during 2018 
because the CPO Board decided to extend the Strategic Plan awaiting 
provincial legislation on community safety planning.  
 
This report reflects that focus and proposes continuing to deliver on that plan 
during 2018 as well as starting the process for a new plan. 

CPO will integrate our current projects and 
programs into a new Community Safety and 
Wellbeing plan by the end of 2020. 
 
CPO will continue a focus on weapons-related 
violence through Ottawa Street-Violence and 
Gang Strategy and other initiatives.  
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Youth 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 
Leverage 
partnerships 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CPO’s single largest project is the Ottawa Street Violence and Gang Strategy.  Staff 
invested a significant amount time in managing the partnership, putting the 
Evaluation Plan into place and working to move forward on the new 
recommendations of the new strategy: 
 

-with regards to mentoring, CPO has reached out to mentoring programs, 
hosted preliminary discussions and published a backgrounder on mentoring 
programs in Ottawa. 
 
-with regards to employment and entrepreneurship, CPO hosted two meetings, 
one to scope out research on employment services and  the other to explore 
possibilities for entrepreneurship programming.  CPO is also building 
relationships between youth agencies and possible partners in 
entrepreneurship such as Shopify. 
 
-CPO launched an initiative on low-level violence (see Neighbourhoods 
section) 
 
-CPO worked with Connecting Transitions to ensure that professional 
development opportunities for youth workers support the goals of the OSVGS 
 
-CPO continued to provide support for initiatives such as the Community 
Leadership Network for Family’s and the Youth-Police dialogues 
 
-CPO continues to work closely with and monitor the Time for Change program 
 
-CPO continues to work closely with the post-incident initiative (see 
Neighbourhoods sections) 

 

Continue to manage the Ottawa Street 
Violence and Gang Strategy steering 
committee.  Manage the evaluation process of 
the OSVGS.  Work on implementing 
recommendations: 
 
-consider developing a youth mentoring 
community of practice 
 
 
-continue to explore possibilities for research 
and improvements for employment 
programming for hard to serve clients. 
-continue to assist agencies to develop 
entrepreneurship possibilities for clients. 
 
-monitor the progress of the funded initiative 
 
 
-continue to support professional development 
for youth workers supporting the goals of the 
OSVGS 
 
 
 
 
-continue to monitor and support Time for 
Change 
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Youth 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 
Leverage 
partnerships 
(cont’d) 
 

CPO continues to explore the issue of race in our work. We met with the Ontario Black 
Youth Strategy are aligning with and supporting their newly funded mentoring 
programs. We provided outreach supports to Urban Rez.  
 
CPO worked with the Connecting Transitions youth worker conference to ensure that 
they focused on Culture as Identity, which is a priority identified for OSVGS. 
 
CPO developed key messages on the OSVGS in order to avoid, among other things, 
racializing the issue. 
 
In addition we assisted Big Brothers, Big Sister with an event hosting writer Jamil Jivani. 
 

Continue to explore the particular role of CPO 
with regards to issues of racism, race data, and 
marginalization with a special focus on crime 
and street crime issues. 
 

CPO supported the community to apply to the federal government for funding for 
employment programming for very hard to employ youth and young adults.   
CPO also worked with a university professor to scope out potential research on 
employment services.  
 

Continue to explore how to assist youth and 
young adults with multiple barriers access the 
legitimate labour market. 

Participated in networks such as the Growing Up Great: Ottawa Child and Youth 
Initiative, the Ottawa Youth Justice Services Network. 
 
 
 
 
 

Ensure strategic participation in networks. 
Continue to nurture cross-network links in order 
to encourage collaboration and service 
coordination as well as a focus on both an anti-
racist approach and a gender violence 
analysis in youth agencies. 
 

CPO staff is currently co-chairing the MERIT Operational committee.  Continue to co-chair the MERIT operational 
group and align with Community Safety and 
Wellbeing planning. 
 

CPO has worked with Rideau-Rockliffe CRC to support their youth strategy. 
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Youth 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 
Building 
Capacity 

CPO’s funding for Ottawa Child and Youth Initiative’s critical hours (homework club) 
community of practice has produced a series of trainings for staff, as well as training 
videos which are available online.  

Monitor and participate in the critical hours 
(homework club) project. 
 
 

Despite having no increase to the Paint It Up budget since its inception almost a 
decade ago, CPO has continued to successfully manage the Paint It Up youth 
engagement, graffiti prevention grants program.  CPO did some new outreach for 
the program including to the Federation of Citizens Associations. 
 

Manage the Paint It Up youth engagement, 
graffiti prevention grants program. 
 
Consider opportunities for budget expansion. 

Research 
and 
innovate 

CPO published “Making the Grade: Immigrant Youth in Post-Secondary Education” 
 
CPO published “Youth Mentoring:  An Overview of Programs and Initiatives in 
Ottawa” 
 

Continue to respond to research and 
information needs as identified in the 
community with a particular focus on 
supporting the gang strategy and vulnerable 
youth populations such as Aboriginal and 
racialized youth. 

Educate and 
inform 
 

CPO devoted substantial staff time into finalizing and launching “Youth Criminal 
Justice: What Parents Should Know” on behalf of the Local Agencies Serving 
Immigrants. 4637 copies in English and French have been ordered and distributed.  
We have had interest from across Canada and are working with partners to offer the 
material for adaptation in other cities. 
 
CPO funded and supported the Connecting Transitions conference for frontline youth 
workers and the Amazing Youth Worker Race. 
 
 
CPO hosted a film showing and panel discussion of “Resilience: The Biology of Stress, 
the Science of Hope attended by 225 people. 3 copies of this film is now available at 
the Ottawa Public Library, at the request of CPO. 

Translate booklet into Somali and Arabic.  
 
 
 
 
Support the educational needs of the 
community with a particular focus on 
supporting the gang strategy and vulnerable 
youth populations. 
 
Consider regularly live streaming our speaker 
series on Facebook Live 
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Crime-affected Neighbourhoods 

 Report 2018 Plan 2019 
Leverage 
partnerships 
 

CPO continues to support Together for Vanier, Lowertown our Home, Byward 
Market BIA safety committee and the Lowertown Community Association. CPO is 
also involved in the Overbrook CDF, the Bellevue Manor Interchange, the 
Community Adult Justice Network, and the Carlington CDF. 
 

Support the crime prevention needs of existing 
neighbourhood partnerships. Offer supports for the 
creation of new partnerships as required. 

CPO is also very involved, both with staff support and with financial support, with 
Vision Jasmine and the Herongate initiative.  Both are doing well despite 
challenging circumstance.  
 

Continue to support the Jasmine and Herongate 
initiatives as we phase out our financial 
involvement. Ensure partners can carry on the 
initiatives beyond our funding. 
 

CPO has experienced difficulties in working with the Canadian Condominium 
Institute.  A one pager for tenants living in condominiums is in progress but the 
larger project of a handbook for Condo Boards has proven difficult. 
 

Understand needs of condominium corporations 
and explore ways to connect and engage them 
in crime prevention.  

CPO continues to offer assistance to housing co-ops and non-profit housing with a 
focus on issues in the Hunt Club / Blohm area. 
 

Continue to offer assistance to housing co-ops 
and non-profit housing. 

CPO continues to manage the CDF Safety Committee. 
 
This year we focused on the issue of crime reporting.  We supported a total of 8 
training sessions for staff of the OPS Communications Centre and the Reporting 
Centre. This partnership led to a speaker series on explaining what happens after 
someone makes a call to police. 
 
We produced an analysis of OPS calls for service submitted via the online tool, 
comparing trends over time in relation to low- and high-income neighborhoods. 
 
Supported Lowertown Community Association in researching crime trends in the 
Lowertown neighbourhood.  

Re-evaluate CDF Safety Committee in the context 
of the overall re-evaluation of the Community 
Development Framework.  
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Crime-affected Neighbourhoods 

 Report 2018 Plan 2019 
Build 
capacity 
 

CPO continued to fund and work closely with RRCRC on the training and support 
for post-incident interventions and work with SEOCHC on citywide training to assist 
with trauma informed approaches. 
 
CPO assisted RRCRC to work with the school board to include the school board in 
neighbourhood post incident work when appropriate and for agencies to learn 
from their internal post-incident responses 
 
The following documents were also published: 
“How to respond to traumatic or critical incidents: information for community 
residents” and 
“How to respond to traumatic or critical incidents: information for service 
providers” 
 

Continue to support the development of trauma 
informed practices in a neighbourhood context. 
 
 
Ensure that proper connections are in place 
between OPS and other post-incident 
stakeholders. 

Research 
and 
innovate 
 

CPO published a paper on “Best Practices in the Prevention of Crime In 
Entertainment Districts”.  
 
 
Adding another resource to the Home Takeovers project, CPO published a easy-
to-use self-assessment tool for residents called “Welcomed guest or Home 
Takeover?”.  

Present findings to the Ottawa Council of BIAs in 
February 2019, at the recommendation of the 
Mayor’s office.  
 
Engage with landlord associations and offer to 
make presentations about crime prevention and 
explore developing tailored communication 
pieces. 
 

Developed a call for proposals and managed a process to select an innovative 
project to address low-level violence in neighbourhoods incorporating an arts-
based approach, community mediation, and bystander intervention.  
 
 
 
 

Monitor the progress of the funded initiative. 
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Crime-affected Neighbourhoods 

 Report 2018 Plan 2019 
Educate and 
inform 
 

CPO hosted a speaker series event entitled “Reporting a Crime: After the Call” 
which was attended by 98 individuals. 
 
CPO did 17 presentations on neighbourhood based crime prevention. CPO has 
also assisted the OPS and their public forums in response to violent incidents.  
 

 
 
 
Continue to engage community and support 
partners in Crime Prevention education.  

 Supported the 2018 CPTED Ontario Conference in Ottawa along with key local 
partners. 
 
CPO worked with partners to do a poster presentation of the Home Takeovers 
project at the CMHA national conference in Montreal. 
 

 
 
 
Continue exploring promotion of the Home 
Takeovers project outside of Ottawa and continue 
to support work on the issue in Ottawa. 
 

The Home takeovers project is ongoing.  There were 32 workshops this year.  In late 
November a “train the trainer” workshop was held with 31 participants. 
In addition a new self assessment tool was developed to help clients understand 
their situation. 
 
CPO continues to get inquiries from outside of Ottawa about the project 
 
Distributed 1583 resources (1040 Handouts, 53 Posters and 490 guidebooks) in 2018. 
Since inception we have distributed 13287 items for the home takeovers project. 

Continue to support the home takeovers project 
with a focus on supporting the new trainers and on 
assisting agencies to develop their own internal 
approaches and capacity. 

  



 

 
 

Gender-based Violence  
 Report for 2018 Plan  2019 
Leverage 
partnerships 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CPO is an active participant in the OPS Violence Against Women’s Community 
Police Advisory Committee.  The committee is now divided between partner 
assault and sexual assault streams and CPO participates in both. 
As a part of the committee’s re-envisioning CPO organized a meeting between 
the CPO GBV reference group and the OPS VAW committee chair to provide 
input.  
 

Continue to participate actively in the OPS VAW 
Strategy. 
 

We have continued to offer technical support for the I Can MANifest Change 
project which has successfully obtained funding from the Ontario Trillium 
Foundation to work with immigrant and refugee youth. 
 

Continue to provide support. 

CPO continued to assist the community to build relationships with new networks, 
including a focus on sustainability and the possibility of building some of their key 
prevention activities into a social enterprise.  

Continue to encourage sustainability in GBV 
projects.  
 
 

CPO supported the agencies providing services to victims of human trafficking 
with connections, technical supports and funding for the development of a 
service map to assist the community to work collaboratively on complex cases.   
 

Continue to work with agencies involved with 
victims of human trafficking to facilitate 
collaboration and service planning. 

 CPO will explore issues of street harassment and 
sexual assault in Ottawa’s entertainment district. 
 

The Alliance to End homelessness released the research that CPO funded on 
safety and the sex trade. 
 

 

CPO provided frequent and ongoing support for events in the GBV field through 
sponsoring events with access to space. 

Continue providing support for events in GBV field. 
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Gender-based Violence  
 Report for 2018 Plan  2019 
 
Leverage 
partnerships 
(cont’d) 

Continued to manage CODA and explored further projects.  
CODA has experienced some challenges in 2018 based on personality conflicts 
and challenging behaviours.   
Given that the committee has been operating on a workplan developed in 2009, 
we are planning a re-engagement with the community. 
 

Explore how to build on the work of CODA to 
develop an approach to the victimization of 
vulnerable adults through the Community Safety 
and Well-Being plan. 

CPO continued to support the Man UP project which has now expanded to 23 
high schools. There was a conference at City Hall in April with over 200 boys. 

Continue to identify and support grass roots 
initiatives such as Man UP. 
 
Explore possibilities of connecting Man Up with 
other school-based projects.  
 

Build 
capacity  

CPO is working with CEPEO for teacher training on “The Fourth R” / Les A,B,C, des 
Relations”.  Despite uncertainty regarding the provincial health curriculum, training 
proceeded successfully. 
 

Continue to support the implementation of the 
Fourth R program into the French school boards.  
Re-engage with the English school boards. 
 
Monitor the outcome of curriculum changes.  
 

CPO continued to help expand Project SoundCheck to more events and festivals. 
There were some challenges because of staff changes in the host organization, 
which is very small.  CPO worked with Project SoundCheck and City partners to 
explore the addition of risk of sexual assault in the SEAT process.  
 
 
 
 
 

Continue to expand Project SoundCheck beyond 
festivals to the entertainment industry as a whole 
and expand for-profit opportunities to build long-
term sustainability. 
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Gender-based Violence  
 Report for 2018 Plan  2019 
Research 
and 
innovate 

We launched the Paper Fortune Teller / Cootie Catcher on social-media safety 
tips and have continued to promote it. CPO has produced an Arabic version of 
the Tip Sheet for parents. 

Continue to find opportunities to promote the 
Paper Fortune teller.  
Translate Tip Sheet into simplified Chinese.  

Educate and 
inform 
 

CPO organized a speaker series “Understanding Human Trafficking” which was 
attended by 200 people. 
 

Continue to respond to information needs as 
identified in the community. 

We have started to rebrand our work in this field as “Gender-based Violence” 
instead of violence against women. 
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General Issues and Administrative Operations 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 
Leverage 
partnerships 
 

The CPO Board itself is a major partnership. Considerable staff time was invested 
in preparing the meeting documents for 4 board meetings in 2018. 
 

Staff will continue to prepare documents and 
host Board meetings. 
 

CPO worked to ensure that Community Safety and Wellbeing planning is in the 
2018 City Governance Report. 
 

Review CPO Terms of Reference. 

CPO participated on the OACP Crime Prevention and Community Mobilization 
Committee. 
 

Continue OACP committee participation, but re-
evaluate. 
 

CPO engaged City partners through meetings with key staff and by inviting City 
participation on CPO committees and events. This included meetings with 
Ottawa Public Health, assisting the Seniors Strategy with Toolkit magnets, 
providing input and attending the Aboriginal Working Group and the Mayor’s 
City and Somali Community Table. 
 
With the assistance of the CMNCP, CPO engaged the General Manager in 
Emergency and Protective Services in a study tour to Surrey, BC of their 
municipal crime prevention initiatives.  
 
Shared learnings between a crime prevention representative from Scotland and 
local services providers.  
 

Continue to strengthen internal City relationships 
especially through the development of a 
Community Safety and Well-Being Plan. 
 

Build capacity 
 
 
 
 

CPO continued to manage and monitor the Ambassador program.  Volunteer 
Ambassadors attended 42 events this year. 
 
Implemented an automated system to remind community investment recipients 
of approaching project and report deadlines in order to ensure better 
compliance with reporting clauses in CPO funding contracts. 
 

Recruit and train new CPO Ambassadors and 
continue to manage the program. 
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General Issues and Administrative Operations 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 
Build capacity 
(cont’d) 

Hosted two Community Forum meetings.  Continue to manage Community Forum. 

Published “Evaluation of CPO’s 2016 Community Investments” 
 

Publish “Evaluation of CPO’s 2013-18 Community 
Investments” as an evaluation to close out the 
current strategic plan. 

Research and 
innovate 

CPO constantly scans for new or emerging issues.  CPO’s report on Weapons 
Related Violence noted a trend towards weapons use even in the context of 
reductions in overall violent crime.  
 

Scan for emerging issues. Board assistance 
appreciated. 
Two issues currently being explored:  

- youth and weapons, is there an increase? 
- seeming lack of connection between 

location of violent incidents and 
neighbourhoods – what does that mean 
for a traditional neighbourhood 
development approach? 

Educate and 
inform 

CPO has continued the process of renewing our website but hit a major set back 
with the bankruptcy of the company we were working with.  Thanks to the 
assistance of the United Way, CPO is once more trying to finalize this project 
 

Complete the renewal of the CPO website by 
summer 2019. 
 

CPO submitted our annual report to the CPS Report to the CPS committee. 
 

CPO hosted our 10th annual CPO Awards. It continues to be a popular event 
which showcases local best practices and inspires others. On the evening of the 
Awards, it was #2 in Canada on Twitter for 2 hours and #1 in Ottawa all evening. 
We also live streamed the entire event on Facebook.  
 
CPO staff renewed and refreshed the Awards process, as approved by the 
Board in March 2018. 
 

Host annual CPO Awards event. 
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General Issues and Administrative Operations 
 Report 2018 Plan for 2019 

CPO launched three new magnets in Spanish, Russian and Farsi.  The magnets 
continue to be in demand and we have now distributed 105,389. Staff had 
intended a celebration of our 100,000th magnet, but were unable to. 
 
CPO hosted our first Movie showing with Resilience.  The event was sold out.  

Refresh magnet design. 
 
 
 
Continue to explore new communications 
approaches.  

Administrative 
Operations 

CPO Staff stabilized in 2018.  The Business Consultant who was on leave resigned 
and the replacement was made permanent. 
 

Our Business Consultant will be taking a 3-month 
paternity leave in the beginning of the calendar 
year. A small 10 hr/week contract has been 
secured to help mitigate this significant loss in 
staff for that time.  
 
2 additional FTEs to support adherence to the 
new legislative requirements.  
 

Two bachelors of criminology students joined CPO part-time in the fall.  
 

Continue to welcome students to gain skills and 
experience at CPO. 
 

It has been mentioned in many previous operational plans, that record keeping 
can be a struggle for the staff. We now have relatively good systems with 
regards to events, grants and committee meetings that we host. 
 

Maintain the systems in place for keeping 
records for events and grants. Make other 
improvements including our use of the BIMs 
system for some records. 
 

With very little notice CPO had to pack everything and move offices while a 
physical divider was constructed between the CPO office and the office of the 
Auditor General. 
 

Put our pictures up! 
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CPO Networks and Outputs 2018 
 
 
CPO BOARD COMMITTEES 2018 
 
 
Youth Reference Group  
• Professor Robert Flynn, University of Ottawa 
• Janet Crupi, Algonquin College 
• Barbara MacKinnon, Children’s Aid Society 
• Jessica Ripley, Ottawa Police Service 
• Ben Roebuck, Algonquin College 
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Ahmad Luqman, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
 
VAW Reference Group 
• Professor Caroline Andrew, University of Ottawa 
• Larissa Silver, Youth Services Bureau of Ottawa 
• Sarah Crawford, Community Representative 
• Julianne Dunbar, General Counsel of the Military Police Complaints Commission 
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 

 
Neighbourhood Reference Group 
• Shad Qadri, City of Ottawa Councillor 
• Syd Gravel, Retired OPS, active rural volunteer 
• Elizabeth Kristjansson, University of Ottawa 
• Stéphane Giguère, Ottawa Community Housing 
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Ahmad Luqman, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
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CPO BOARD COMMITTEES 2018 (cont’d) 
 
Community Forum 2018  
• Jim Devoe (Chair) 
• Victor Amisi Suluba 
• Mohamed Baalbaki 
• Andrian Benjamin 
• Charles Black 
• Pierre-Luc Dawkins 
• Amira Elghawabi 
• Shawn Goudge 
• Jonathan Hall 

• Alistair Hensler 
• Ye Huang 
• Sarah Johnston-Way 
• Mark Jowett 
• Laura Kelly 
• Jackie King 
• Keith Lau 
• Marc Leblanc 
• Benjamin Leikin   

• Nicole Li 
• Awad Loubani 
• Joanne Lowe 
• Craig Mackie 
• Pawel Mazurek 
• Laura Pedneault Roussel 
• Lisa Roots     
• Carol Silcoff 
• Gurbachan Singh 

• Kyle Skinner 
• Meghan Skinner 
• Todd Sloan 
• Asfia Sultan 
• Bill Watson 
• Patrick Wiseman 
• Matthew Wu 
• Remy Yamuremye 
 

 
 
COMMUNITY COMMITTEES 2018 (chaired and managed by CPO staff) 
 
CDF Safety Committee 
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Ahmad Luqman, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Jennifer Therkelsen, City of Ottawa-By-Law 
• Brian Gilligan, Ottawa Community Housing  
• Nathan Hoedeman, Ottawa Community Housing  
• Paul Wilson, Ottawa Police Service  
• Tammy Corner, Community Development Framework 

 

• Cameron MacLeod, Carlington Community Health Centre 
• Nicole Sullivan, City of Ottawa 
• Julie McKercher, Ottawa Police Service 
• Art Wong, Ottawa Police Service 
• Tom Scholberg, Boys and Girls Club of Ottawa 
• Kenneth Bryden, Ottawa Police Service 
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COMMUNITY COMMITTEES 2018 (chaired and managed by CPO, cont’d) 
 
CODA: Connecting on Disability and Abuse  
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Daniel Boyer, Comité des consomateurs-

Parrainage Civique D’Ottawa 
• Guy Desroches, Accessibility Committee 
• Alex Derisier, Connecting Ottawa 
• Lois Mc Intyre, Canadian Hearing Society 
• Heather Imming, Office for Victims of crime 
• Heather Hazlett, Interval House of Ottawa 
• Trysh Smith, Harmony House Women’s Shelter 
• Eric Smith, Psychiatric Survivors of Ottawa 

 

• Charles Black, Citizen 
• Joanne Silkauska, Reach  
• Emily Cross, Spinal Cord Injury Ontario 
• Andrea Andrecyck, Spinal Cord Injury Ontario 
• Laurie Alphonse, Access Infinity Management 
• Terrie Meehan, Citizen 
• Judy Bernstein, Ottawa-Carleton Association 

for Persons with Developemental Disabilites 
(OCAPDD) 

• Michelle Boyer, Citizen 
 

• Christine Murphy, Activist 
• Annie-Pier Miron, Service Coordination for 

people with Development al Disabilities 
• Pat Smith, Citizen 
• Holly Watson, Ottawa Police Service 
• Feven Kubrom, Ottawa Victim Services 
• Tristen Villanyi Bokor, Ottawa Public Library 
• Gina Grosenick,Connecting Ottawa 
Note: this is the list who attend. A larger group 
follow CODA’S work by email. 

 
 
Home Takeovers Committee 

• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Ahmad Luqman, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Teresa Meulensteen, Canadian Mental Health 

Association 
• Daniel Boyer, CODA 
• Kim MacDonald, Options Bytown 
• Sarah Overvelde, Options Bytown 
• Brian Gilligan, Ottawa Community Housing  
• Nathan Hoedeman, Ottawa Community 

Housing  
• Chris Strotmann, Ottawa Community Housing 

• Trent Smith, Ottawa Community Housing 
• Art Wong, Ottawa Police Service 
• Holly Watson, Ottawa Police Service 
• Jim Elves, Ottawa Police Service 
• Susan Phypers, Ottawa Public Health 
• Judy Bernstein, Ottawa-Carleton Association 

for Persons with Developmental Disabilities 
(OCAPDD) 

• Lisa Finateri, Rooming House Services-City of 
Ottawa 

• Gerry Richard, Salus Ottawa 

• Gillian Keefe, Project Coordinator 
• Serge Gagnon, Salus Ottawa 
• Lisa Medd, Canadian Mental Health 

Association 
• Michael McGee, Canadian Mental Health 

Association 
• Stéphanie Cadieux, Elder Abuse Ontario 
• Corry Comeau, Canadian Mental Health 

Association 
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COMMUNITY COMMITTEES 2018 (chaired and managed by CPO, cont’d) 
 
Ottawa Street Violence and Gang Strategy  
• Nancy Worsfold, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Ahmad Luqman, Crime Prevention Ottawa 
• Tammy Corner, Pinecrest-Queensway Community Health Centre 
• Robynn Collins, Pinecrest-Queensway CHC 
• Kenneth Campbell, Jaku Konbit 
• Marc Maracle, Ottawa Aboriginal Coalition 
• Laura Dunbar, University of Ottawa 
• Brian Gilligan, Ottawa Community Housing 
• Nathan Hoedeman, Ottawa Community Housing 
• Patricia Davies, OCISO 
• Lauren Touchant, Rideau Rockcliffe Community Resource Centre 
• Louise Marinier, Ministry of the Attorney General  
• Christine MacIntosh, John Howard Society 
• Kathy Neff, Eastern Ontario Youth Justice Agency 
• Jessica Ripley, Ottawa Police Service 
• Marino, Sani, Ottawa Community Housing 
• Awale Robleh, John Howard Society 
• Aissatou Soumare, Economic and Social Council of Ottawa-Carleton 
• Mark Patterson, Ottawa Police Service 
• Theodore Bisserbe, Rideau Rockcliffe CRC 
• Kim McCalpin, John Howard Society 
• Sandra Sparling, Ottawa Police Service 
• Beth Tooley, Ottawa Coalition of Community Houses 

• Tia Wilt, Ministry of Children’s and Youth Services 
• Allison Newson, John Howard Society 
• Jennifer Oake, OCDSB 
• Magda Osman, Pinecrest-Queensway CHC 
• Adam Cameron, Ministry of Children’s and Youth Services 
• Gillian Connelly, Ottawa Public Health  
• Sarah Davis, Elizabeth Fry Society of Ottawa 
• Mohamoud Hassan, City of Ottawa 
• Mengistab Tsegaye, LASI World Skills Inc. 
• Yacouba Traoré, Rideau Rockcliffe Community Resource Centre 
• Tom Scholberg, Boys and Girls Club of Ottawa 
• Abdourahamane Diallo, Economic and Social Council of Ottawa-

Carleton 
• Mylène Forest, Children's Aid Society 
• Clara Freire, City of Ottawa, Client Srvc Strategies 
• Ikram Ahmed, Somali Centre for Family Services 
• Sonya Parno, City of Ottawa 
• John Watters, Ministry of Children's and Youth Services 
• Chad Kicknosway, Mino (Getting on the Good Road Again) and Ottawa 

Aboriginal Coalition 
• Mélanie Bania, Youth Services Bureau 
• Adar, Abdulqadir, Canadian Friends of Somalia 
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CPO STAFF Commitments to External Committees 2018 
 
 
Nancy Worsfold 
• Council of Partners - Growing up great  
• OPS/VAW Community Police Advisory committee (CPAC) 
• Community Development Framework (CDF) Steering table 
• OPS Service Initiative Community Advisory Group 
• Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police committee on Crime Prevention 

and community mobilization 

• Ottawa Coalition to End Human Trafficking 
• Canadian Municipal Network on Crime Prevention 
• Together for Vanier 
• MERIT – Operational Group Co-Chair 

 
Ahmad Luqman 
• Ottawa Youth Justice Services Network 
• Community Adult Justice Network 
• Byward BIA Safety Committee 
• Overbrook CDF 
• Connecting Transitions 
• Ontario Justice Education Network project on Positive Youth-Police 

Relations 
• Ottawa Child and Youth Initiative:  Critical Hours Working Group 

• United Neighbors Leaders Of Change (UNLOC) 
• Lowertown Our home 
• Carlington CDF 
• No Community Left Behind 
• Cedarwood project  
• Ontario Neighbourhood Social Capital Forum (ONCSF)  
• Community Leadership Network for Families  
• Jasmine Crescent Safety Committee 
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2018 Events 
 

• Paint it Up Information sessions 
   February 26 and 28- 24 participants  
 

• Understanding Human Trafficking  
   March 5, 2018 – 200 participants 
 

• Reporting a Crime : After the Call 
   April 23, 2018 – 98 participants 
 

• CPTED Ontario 2018 Conference 
   May 10, 2018 - 75 participants 

• Movie and Discussion! How can we help 
stop cycles of trauma in our community 
   September 12, 2018 - 225 participants 
 

• CPO Community Safety Awards 
   November 5, 2018 - 175 participants 
 

• Connecting Transitions 
   December 6, 2018 - 60 participants  
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CPO 2018 Publications 
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	Planning
	Continue to support the implementation of the Fourth R program into the French school boards.  Re-engage with the English school boards.
	CPO is working with CEPEO for teacher training on “The Fourth R” / Les A,B,C, des Relations”.  Despite uncertainty regarding the provincial health curriculum, training proceeded successfully.
	Monitor the outcome of curriculum changes. 
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